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PRESS RELEASE 
 
EU Project ViWaS Gives New Impulses for Sustainable 
Single Wagon Traffic 
 
Ideas and concepts for the single wagon traffic of tomorrow are being 

developed under the leadership of HaCon.   

 
Hannover, September 10, 2012. The start signal for the European research and 

development project ViWaS (Viable Wagonload Production Schemes) was given today 

in Hannover, Germany: Ten European companies and research institutions from the 

areas of rail transportation and logistics have joined forces to develop solutions for 

sustainable single wagon traffic that are simultaneously innovative and practical. 

HaCon is responsible for the coordination and supervision of the three-year project that 

is supported with funds from the European Commission within the Seventh Framework 

Programme for Research and Technological Development. 

 

On the one hand, the market share of European single wagon traffic has declined 

overall in recent years due to high production costs and low quality standards. On the 

other hand, rail transports by single wagon or wagon group represent an indispensable 

part of the transport chain, such as for the chemicals industry. ViWaS should help adapt 

the system to the requirements of modern logistics and thus ensure its viability for the 

long term. New concepts and targeted developments aim at making improvements in 

multiple areas. These include increasing efficiency for servicing the “last mile,” a higher 

degree of utilization of the rolling stock as well as shorter transport times and 

increased quality of transportation and information.  

 

Among other things, the goals of the ViWaS project are 

 optimized methods of servicing the “last mile” considering the possibilities for 

containerization as well as the use of hybrid locomotives, 

 improved wagons and swap bodies based on the Wascosa flex freight system®, 

 intelligent and inexpensive telematics for wagons, 
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 IT interface service for wagon-related telematic data as well as 

 new management concepts for rail hubs for cost-effective bundling of combined 

and single wagon traffic. 

 

These developments will then be tested and demonstrated in real-world operations 

using concrete case studies in order to draw conclusions and formulate strategies for 

continued use. 

  

“The challenges to single wagon traffic have grown sharply in the last few years,” 

explains HaCon’s project leader Niklas Galonske. "With ViWaS, we are about to develop 

trend-setting solutions for economically viable single wagon traffic operations with our 

partners from Germany, Switzerland, Italy, France and Belgium.”  

 

ViWaS at a glace 

Duration:  3 years, September 2012 – August 2015 

Budget:  approx. 4.2 million Euros 

EU contribution: 2.9 million Euros, Seventh Framework Programme for Research 

and Technological Development 

Coordination:  HaCon Ingenieurgesellschaft mbH, Hannover (Germany)  

Partner:   Bentheimer Eisenbahn AG, Nordhorn (Germany) 

   Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zurich (Switzerland) 

   Eureka Navigation Solutions AG, Munich (Germany) 

   Fret SNCF, Paris (France) 

   Consorzio IB Innovation, Bologna (Italy) 

   NEWOPERA Aisbl, Brussels (Belgium) 

   SBB Cargo AG, Basel (Switzerland) 

   Technische Universität Berlin (Germany) 

   Wascosa, Lucerne (Switzerland) 

Website:  www.viwas.eu  

 

About HaCon: Headquartered in Hannover, Germany, HaCon creates and develops high-quality 

software solutions for traffic, transport and logistics. With over 25 years of experience and a 

dedicated team of more than 170 IT and transport planning specialists, HaCon has established 

itself as a leading European player for planning, scheduling and information solutions. The 

timetable information system HAFAS is used by transportation companies and networks all over 

the world. A powerful solution for timetable construction and capacity management, HaCon’s 

train planning system TPS enjoys a growing European user base. In addition to developing 

software, HaCon consults and assists its customers with projects in rail freight transport and 

combined transport. HaCon’s interdisciplinary consulting team draws on many years of 

experience with European R&D projects (e.g. CREAM, TIGER). Customers from politics and 

economics rely on HaCon’s expertise when it comes to rail freight transport in general and the 

requisition and negotiation of subsidies in particular. www.hacon.de      
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